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Evidence for the coupling betweeng-band carriers and the incommensurate spin fluctuations
in Sr2RuO4
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The normal-state transport properties are investigated for Sr2RuO4 both in and out of the RuO2 plane. It is
shown that a quantitatively consistent explanation ofrab andrc can be obtained by assuming that, in addition
to the normal scattering of electrons by impurities and the electron-electron scattering, there is a strong
coupling between the carriers ofg band and the incommensurate spin fluctuations peaked at
Qi5~60.6,60.6!p/a. In order to test this model, we suggest a pressure-dependent resistivity measurement to
be performed.
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It is known that the only perovskite superconductor wi
out Cu element Sr2RuO4 shows novel behaviors for th
normal-state in-plane (rab) and out-of-plane (rc) resistivi-
ties. rab exhibits a Fermi-liquid behavior up toTFL.25 K
and above this temperature shows a monotonous rise w
curvature weaker thanT2; while rc is metallic atT,TM

.130 K, and becomes nonmetallic atT.TM .1,2 Several
mechanisms have been suggested for the novel behav
For rab , much emphasis has been placed on the ferrom
netic spin fluctuations, which has been used to interpretrab

data in support of the possible microscopic origin of t
quantum phase transition,3 or the p-wave superconductivity
in Sr2RuO4.4 While for rc , emphasis has been placed on t
thermally assisted hopping, in support of the picture t
two-dimensional ferromagnetic spin fluctuations are
hanced by pressure.5

Here we explore an alternative mechanism, in which
rab anomaly originates from the scattering by incommen
rate spin fluctuations~ISF’s!, meanwhile, the interlayer hop
ping assisted by the same ISF leads to therc anomaly.
It should be noted that recent inelastic neutron scat
ing ~INS! studies of the spin dynamics in Sr2RuO4 have
unambiguously revealed the presence of strong ISF pea
at Qi5(60.6,60.6)p/a in RuO2 planes.6,7 Although previ-
ous theoretical works3–5 focused on the mechanism of th
carrier scattering byferromagneticspin fluctuations, up to
now, however, INS measurement does not see any size
ferromagnetic spin fluctuations for RuO2.6,7 Furthermore, as
suggested in a recent work,8 even if there is a ferromagneti
spin fluctuation, it should be weaker than the incommen
rate spin fluctuation. Therefore, we expect naturally t
there is a strong coupling between the carriers of Sr2RuO4
and the incommensurate spin fluctuations. We shall sh
that it is due to this coupling that leads to the anomalo
resistivity behavior of Sr2RuO4 both in plane and out o
plane.

We first investigate the resistivity anomaly in theab
plane. There are three~a, b, g! bands in Sr2RuO4. Assuming
interband transition is weak, hencerab

i (T)5rn
i (T)1rSF

i (T)
for a given bandi. Here rn

i (T)[a1bT2 represents the
Fermi liquid behavior together with the impurity scattering9
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while rSF
i (T) is the resistivity arising due to the couplin

between the carriers of RuO2 planes and the incommensura
spin fluctuations~instead of the ferromagnetic spin fluctu
tions!. As usual, the formula used to calculaterSF(T) is de-
rived from the force-force correlation in memory-functio
approximation10–12

rSF~T!}
J2

T (
k•q

S ]«q¿k

]qx
2

]«k

]kx
D 2

x9~q,«q¿k2«k!@ f ~«k!

2 f ~«q¿k!#nB~«q¿k2«k!@nB~«q¿k2«k!11#,

~1!

whereJ is the interaction constant that the carriers scatte
by the spin fluctuations,T is the temperature,f (v) is the
Fermi function, andnB(v) is the Bose function.]«q /]qx
divided by\ corresponds to the band velocity alongx direc-
tion and x9~q,v! is the spin-fluctuation spectral function
which will be introduced phenomenologically in the follow
ing. For two dimensional~2D! system, the sum overq ~or k!
in Eq. ~1! is replaced by the integral onq ~or k! being taken
over the first Brillouin zone.

Here, we introduce the spin-fluctuation spectral functi
x9~q,v! used in Eq.~1!. For simplicity, we follow Refs. 6,7
to take the phenomenological form

x9~q,v!5
x8~Qi ,0!

11j2~qÀQi !
2

vG

v21G2
, ~2!

wherej is the magnetic correlation length,G is the damping
energy, andx8(Qi ,0) is the static spin susceptibility at wav
vector Qi . Here Qi5(60.6,60.6)p/a, corresponding to
those incommensurate peaks observed by INS. In the ca
lation, the parametersj, G, andx8(Qi ,0) are determined by
fitting to the INS experiments~see Fig. 4 of Ref. 6, for ex-
ample!, without any adjustment. Thus the only free param
eter in Eq.~1! is the interaction constantJ.

For the energy dispersions, we adopt the following for
for a, b, andg bands:

«a,b~k!5«k
17A~«k

2!21t'
2 , «g~k!5«k

xy , ~3!
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where«k
6[(«k

xz6«k
yz)/2 and

«k
i 522txcoskxa22tycoskya14t8coskxacoskya2m,

~4!

with

~ tx ,ty ,t8,m!5~0.44,0.44,20.14,0.50!,

~0.31,0.045,0.01,0.24!,

~0.045,0.31,20.01,0.24! eV

for i 5xy,xz,yz orbital, respectively. The same paramete
being fitted to de Haas–van Alphen~dHvA! experiments are
also used in Ref. 13. Heret'50.1 eV is the hybridization
between thexz andyz orbitals which results in hybridizeda
andb bands. For each orbital,tx (ty) and t8 are the neares
and next-nearest neighbor hopping amplitudes andm is the
chemical potential. In order to examine possible effects t
the carriers of thea, b andg bands interact with the incom
mensurate spin fluctuations, we calculaterSF(T) for each
bands separately and present the results in Fig. 1. It sh
be emphasized that for easy comparison, here we apply
samemagnitude ofJ for all three bands.

From a global perspective, the effect of ISF ong band is
stronger than those ofa andb bands~assuming the sameJ).
In the low-temperature regime, the behaviors of temperat
dependent resistivities ofg and a bands are quite differen
from that ofb band. The resistivities ofg anda bands follow
quadratic temperature dependence, but that of theb band
displayslinear temperature dependence, whichcannotfit the
experimental result ofT2 law1,2 ~see Fig. 2!. In addition,
comparing the results ofa andg bands, in order to produc
the same magnitude ofrSF(T), the interaction constantJ of
thea band needs to be about 2–3 times stronger than tha
g band. This seems contradictory with the experimental f
that the mass enhancement ofa band is 2–3 times smalle
than that of theg band.14 This gives strong indication tha
ISF acts most effectively on the carriers of theg band and its
effect ona andb bands can be safely ignored in Sr2RuO4.

FIG. 1. The in-plane resistivityrSF(T) due to the scattering by
incommensurate spin fluctuations vs temperatureT for the a, b,
andg bands, respectively. Inset shows the low-temperature be
iors more clearly.
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Consequently, we modelrab using a weighted sum ofrn

5a1bT2 and rSF
g . Herern includes the contribution from

a, b, andg bands altogether~very likely to be dominated by
the g band with the largest Fermi surface! due to scattering
of the electrons by impurities and by other electrons, wh
rSF

g includes only the contribution ofg band. The fit to the
experimental data, taken from Ref. 2, is shown in Fig.
Almost perfect agreement between experiments and theo
ical calculations thus gives us confidence that the ISF is m
effectively coupled to the carriers ofg band. In the inset of
Fig. 2, we display the best fits ofrn(T)5bT2 with b
59.0431024 mV cm/K2 and rSF

g (T) separately, togethe
with experimental results. It is evident that the contributi
due to impurity scattering is negligibly small in the plan
(a50). We also note that there is a cross point b

v-

FIG. 2. In-plane resistivityrab vs temperatureT: open circles
are the experimental data~from Ref. 2!, while solid lines are the
theoretical results. The inset displays the contributions ofrSF and
rn5bT2 with b59.0431024 mV cm/K2 separately, together with
the experimental results.

FIG. 3. Out-of-plane resistivityrc vs temperatureT: open
circles are the experimental data~from Ref. 2!, while solid lines
are the theoretical results. The inset displays the contributi
of sc

SF and sc
n51/(a1bT2) with a51.43 mV cm and b54.08

31023 mV cm/K2 separately, together with the experimental r
sults (sc[1/rc).
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tween the curves ofrn(T) andrSF
g (T) at Tcross.160 K, near

which out-of-plane resistivityrc emerges a broad peak~see
Fig. 3!.

We next examine thec-axis resistivity anomaly. From the
outcome ofab-plane resistivity studies, that is, there is
strong coupling between the carriers ofg band and the in-
commensurate spin fluctuations, it is naturally expected
the similar coupling between the carriers ofg band and the
incommensurate spin fluctuations also dominates thec-axis
electronic conductivity in Sr2RuO4. Following Ref. 2, we
adopt the model with two~coherent and incoherent! parallel
conduction channels for thec-axis electronic conductivity
sc . Accordingly, sc[sc

n1sc
SF, where sc

n51/(a1bT2)
corresponds to band-like contribution, whilesc

SF corresponds
to electronic conductivity due to the hopping assisted by
commensurate spin fluctuations, which contains the contr
tion of g band only. Simple band-transport analysis in co
junction with individual Fermi surface parameters~see Ref.
14, for example! reveal that the correlation lengthl c along
c-axis are roughly 3, 36, and 30 Å fora, b, andg bands,
respectively. Becausel c

a,d56.3 Å (d is the interlayer dis-
tance!, the coherentc-axis transport ofa band is suppresse
and as a result,sc

n is mainly contributed byg andb bands.
Similar to Ref. 15,sc

SF can be calculated via

sc
SF~T!}

J'
2

T (
k•q

x9~k,«q
(1)2«k1q

(2) ! f ~«k1q
(2) !@12 f ~«k1q

(2) !#

3@ f ~«q
(1)!1nB~«q

(1)2«k¿q
(2) !#, ~5!

whereJ' is the effective interaction constant,«k
( i ) is the band

energy dispersion for layeri, andx9(k,v) is the spin fluc-
tuation spectral function given in Eq.~2! ~where we shall
consider only theintralayer spin correlation!. For this type
of calculation, only two neighboring layers are involved. T
fit to the experimental data, taken from Ref. 2, is shown
Fig. 3. The best fit is obtained fora51.43 mV cm andb
54.0831023 mV cm/K2. Fairly good agreement betwee
the experimental result and the theoretical prediction in
cates that the ISF does indeed influence thec-axis electronic
conductivity and leads to anomalous behavior ofrc .

In the literature, there are other approaches which th
retically investigate the normal-state in-planerab and out-of-
planerc resistivities of Sr2RuO4.3–5 Two major mechanisms
are usually assumed. One common mechanism for bothrab
andrc is the bandlike contribution which originates main
from the scattering of the electrons by impurities and
other electrons, for which there has been a consensus o
importance. As for the second dominant mechanism,
views differ forrab andrc . As an example, Ref. 5 conside
rab to be attributed to ferromagnetic spin fluctuations, wh
for rc , they5 suggest that it might be due to the therma
assisted hopping. In our case, we suggest that the nove
havior ofrab is due to the coupling between the carriers og
band and the ISF, which isalso responsible for the nove
behavior ofrc .

It is worthwhile to remark our fitting process forrab and
rc . For rab , because of the experimental fact of no resid
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resistivity at T50 ~and thusa50), the number of fitting
parameter is 2 (b and J). Relative value ofb and J repre-
sents the relative contribution attributed to Fermi liquid a
ISF. For rc , on the other hand, the number of fitting var
ables is 3 (a, b, andJ'). The parametersa andb represent
the relative contribution due to impurity and electro
electron scattering, whileJ' represents the contribution o
the hopping assisted by ISF. Secondly, our main focus is
study the effect of temperature on the resistivities, so
have omitted the constants (e, kB , etc.! in Eqs.~1! and ~5!,
leaving the fitting parametersJ andJ' to arbitrary units. To
determine the physical values ofJ andJ' , one at least need
to know the carrier concentration ofg band ~through the
study of a different observable quantity!, which is not avail-
able at this stage. Finally, it is reminded that we consi
only the intralayer spin correlation~i.e., the interlayer spin
correlation is neglected! and have used the same spi
fluctuation spectral function@Eq. ~2!# for both rab and rc
calculations.

To test our scenario, we suggest using the pressure ex
ment. Recent resistivity measurements under pressure
by Yoshidaet al.5 and Shirakawaet al.16 for Sr2RuO4 re-
ported that at high temperatures,rab decreases, whilerc
increases, as pressure increases. In addition, Yoshidaet al.5

also reported that the temperatureTM , whererc develops a
peak, increases as pressure increases. This sets a strong
straint on the theoretical model. How the pressure affects
values ofrSF, sc

SF, the spectral functionx9, and many oth-
ers remains to be investigated. In the following, we inste
make some heuristic calculations. Forrab , we decrease both
the weights ofT2 term andrSF(T) by 30% and then add a
constant (a54 mV cm) to it. The suppression ofrSF(T)
corresponds to the decrease of spin fluctuation spec
weight atQi under pressure, which we believe to be of t
most importance. While the decrease ofT2 term occurs be-

FIG. 4. Numerical results:~a! rab(T) with different weights of
rSF(T) andrn(T); ~b! rc(T) with different weights ofsc

SF(T) and
sc

n(T). In both frames, dash lines are the corresponding curves
applied pressure. See text for more detailed description.
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cause pressure suppresses the electron-electron intera
~see experiment of Ref. 17, for example!. Due to pressure
there emerges a constant term associated with impu
scattering.17 For rc , in contrast, we increase the weight
sc

n by 45%~which mimics the increase of electronic condu
tivity of the bandlike term! and decrease the weight ofsc

SF

by 15% ~which mimics the decrease of the electronic co
ductivity associated with the hopping assisted by ISF!.

Numerical results forrab and rc versusT with the new
weighting ~dashed lines! are shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!,
where original curves~already given in Figs. 2 and 3! are
included for comparison~solid lines!. As seen in Fig. 4~a!, at
high temperatures the resistivity under pressure islower than
the no pressure one. In other words, if pressure can alte
weights ofT2 and rSF(T) in rab as we assumed,rab then
decreases as the pressure increases. In addition, we pre
cross point between the curves with and without press
which is resulting from the impurity scattering induced
the pressure. While in Fig. 4~b!, we see the pressure alter th
weights ofsc

n andsc
SF, and as a result, the peak temperatu

TM increases as the pressure increases. Moreover, at
temperatures,rc decreases as the pressure increases; at
temperatures, in contrast,rc increases as the pressure i
creases.

If we accept the results of the above model calculat
associated with pressure, we can understand not only
pressure makesrab decrease at high temperatures, andrc
increase at high temperatures and decrease at low tem
tures, but also the peak temperatureTM in rc increases as
G
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ri,

Y.

n
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pressure increases . The cross point in Fig. 4~a! for rab re-
mains to be seen. Apparently, our model gives a very fav
able account when comparing with experiments. It is th
highly demanded that the INS experiment under differ
pressures be performed to check whether pressure suppr
the strength of the incommensurate spin-fluctuation spec
function at Qi for Sr2RuO4. Of course, we also hope tha
more data on electrical resistivity will be done in order
compare with our model.

In summary, in this report we have studied the norm
state transport properties of Sr2RuO4 for both in-plane and
out-of-plane resistivity (rab and rc). We have shown that
assuming there is a strong coupling between the carriersg
band and the incommensurate spin fluctuations~in addition
to the normal scattering of electrons by impurities and
other electrons!, the temperature variations ofrab andrc of
Sr2RuO4 are governed by the incommensurate spin fluct
tion, whose effect is observed to cover a wide temperat
range. Based on these results, we argue that there is a s
coupling between the carriers ofg band and the incommen
surate spin fluctuations in Sr2RuO4. It is due to this coupling
that leads to the anomalous behaviors ofrab and rc in
Sr2RuO4.
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